1. Introduction
===============

Flowering is a crucial transition from the vegetative growth phase to the reproductive growth phase in the plant life cycle, and flowering time is the most important factor in maintaining seed propagation in crop rotation systems. *Brassica napus* (AACC, 2*n* = 38; rapeseed) is a young amphidiploid species (\<10,000 years old) resulting from hybridization between *Brassica rapa* (AA, 2*n* = 20; Asian cabbage, turnip) and *Brassica oleracea* (CC, 2*n* = 18; European cabbage).[@dsx052-B1]^,^[@dsx052-B2] Rapeseed is the world's second largest oilseed crop, with an extensive economic impact in many countries worldwide.[@dsx052-B3] Rapeseed oil is used not only for human consumption but also as industrial oil for lubricants and as biodiesel.[@dsx052-B4] In southern China, farmers usually triple-crop annually: rice--rice--oil. With the introduction of *B. napus* into China in 1960, high-yielding *B. napus* varieties with disease-resistance and extensive adaptability outcompeted traditional *B. rapa* and *B. juncea* varieties, and are now planted widely in China.[@dsx052-B5] However, due to the extended growth period of rapeseed, problems with using rapeseed in the existing crop rotation system are becoming more and more serious. The best way to solve this problem is to breed early-maturing varieties of *B. napus*, and thus early flowering and maturity have become major breeding goals in subtropical southern China. In temperate regions worldwide (e.g. Canada, the United States and Australia), early flowering and maturity are also important breeding targets for spring *B. napus* due to the short growth season.[@dsx052-B8] In addition, flowering period (FP) is critical for *B. napus* production: longer FPs decrease the risk in hybrid seed production, as well as meeting travel market needs as a sightseeing attraction.[@dsx052-B9] On the other hand, short and intensive FPs result in better uniformity of maturity time (MT), which is beneficial for mechanized harvesting of rapeseed.

Through extensive studies of genetic control networks for flowering time in *Arabidopsis thaliana*, we know that several pathways \[vernalization, photoperiod, gibberellic acid (GA), autonomous pathway and thermal clock\] and more than 100 genes are involved in the flowering process.[@dsx052-B10] However, it is a difficult task to find the optimal time switch for flowering time in this gene network.[@dsx052-B11] In the last few decades, QTL analysis has been used to investigate genetic variation for many complex agronomic traits in crops, and in particular flowering time traits. Many QTLs for flowering time in *B. napus* have been identified using bi-parental mapping populations.[@dsx052-B14] However, bi-parental QTL analysis usually has the limitation of low resolution as well as low generalizability to crop breeding due to the participation of only two alleles from parents in the linkage mapping. In addition, some QTLs with small effects will not be detected, so these deficiencies need to be solved by other, newer methods.

Genome-wide association studies (GWAS), also known as association mapping or linkage disequilibrium (LD) mapping, aim to identify genetic variants linked to traits based on LD.[@dsx052-B23] GWAS has the advantages of higher resolution and greater cost-effectiveness relative to bi-parental segregating populations, and excavates QTLs or genes from natural populations. GWAS performed with numerous SNPs has been used in *A. thaliana*, *Zea mays* and *Oryza sativa*.[@dsx052-B24] In recent years, using the Illumina Infinium *Brassica* 60 K SNP array, many studies used GWAS to detect genetic variation for agronomic traits in rapeseed. For example, Li et al. investigated the genetic architecture of seed weight and seed quality, detecting many significant marker--trait associations.[@dsx052-B27] Liu et al. identified 50 loci significantly associated with seed oil content in a panel of 521 *B. napus* accessions.[@dsx052-B28] Xu et al. explored 41 SNPs significantly correlated with flowering time, 12 SNPs of which were consistent with previously identified QTLs based on linkage analysis, and 25 candidate genes were implicated.[@dsx052-B29] Schiessl et al. identified 101 genomic regions associated with initiation of flowering in 158 European winter-type *B. napus* inbred lines.[@dsx052-B30] Wang et al. performed a genome-wide association analysis of flowering time with a panel of 448 rapeseed inbred lines, and found at least 40 QTLs significantly associated with flowering time: 117 genomic regions were found related to divergent growth habits, including 20 flowering time QTLs and 224 flowering time genes.[@dsx052-B31] However, these research studies focused mainly on the trait of initiation of flowering time. Other traits related to flowering time, such as final flowering stage (FFS), FP and MT, have yet to be investigated via GWAS, and the identification of alleles conferring early flowering and maturity in *B. napus* have not been reported previously.

High-density SNP markers distributed across the whole genome are a prerequisite for genome-wide association analysis. Nowadays, it is possible to quickly and efficiently identify a large number of SNPs in a species via high-throughput DNA sequencing technologies.[@dsx052-B32] In this study, 201,817 SNPs previously developed by SLAF-seq (specific length amplified fragment sequencing)[@dsx052-B33] were used to perform a GWAS of four traits (IFS, FFS, FP and MT) in 300 inbred rapeseed lines. Correlations between these four traits were studied, SNP loci significantly associated with these traits and flowering time candidate genes were explored and elite allelic variants for earliness were identified. This study provides comprehensive information for understanding the relationship between flowering time variation and earliness traits. These SNPs and candidate genes detected will play an important role in earliness breeding in rapeseed.

2. Materials and Methods
========================

2.1. Plant materials, growth conditions and field trials
--------------------------------------------------------

A diversity panel consisting of 300 rapeseed inbred lines (S4 generation or greater) was used for the experimental population in the present study.[@dsx052-B33] Pertinent information for all accessions is listed in [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} (the population comprised 257 semi-winter types, 16 spring types and 27 winter types). The association population was grown in the field of Jiangxi Agricultural University (115.84E, 28.77N) and Jiangxi Institute of Red Soil (116.27E, 28.37N) with two replications per location in 2014--15 (designated JXAU and JXIRS, respectively), and all seeds were sown on 29 September 2014 simultaneously in both places. Each variety was planted in a plot with three rows (40 cm line width and 20 cm plant distance), and each row had 12 plants (final seeding time was at the 5--7 leaf phase). Field experiments were arranged by a randomized complete block design. Agronomic practices were kept uniform in both environments.

2.2. Phenotypic trait evaluation and statistical analysis
---------------------------------------------------------

Dates for each of the four traits were recorded in the field trials: the initial flowering stage (IFS) (the number of days from sowing to the date when the first flower had opened in 25% of the plants in each plot), the FFS (the number of days from sowing to the date when 75% of the plants had stopped blooming completely in each plot), the FP (the number of days equal to the difference between the FFS and the IFS) and the MT (the number of days from sowing to the date when pods on 75% of the plants in each plot were yellow). The traits of each accession were defined as the mean of the two replicates in the same location. The correlation coefficients between traits were determined using Student's *t*-test,[@dsx052-B34] and the variance and statistical analysis of components were obtained using DPS software.[@dsx052-B35]

Broad sense heritability was calculated as: $$H_{B}^{2} = \sigma_{g}^{2}/\left( {\sigma_{g}^{2} + \sigma_{ge}^{2}/_{n} + \sigma^{2}/_{nr}} \right),$$ where *σ~g~*2 is the genetic variance, *σ~ge~*2 is the variance term for the interaction between genotypes and environments, *σ*2 is the error variance, *n* is the number of environments and *r* is the number of replications in each experiment. This calculation is similar to Shi et al.[@dsx052-B36]

2.3. SNP genotyping
-------------------

Genomic DNA was extracted from young healthy leaves of each rapeseed accession using a modified cetyltrimethylammonium bromide method.[@dsx052-B37] Quantified DNA was used for SLAF sequencing by an Illumina HiseqTM 2500.[@dsx052-B38] Previously, through a set of processes of restriction digestion, library construction, paired-end sequencing and SNP calling, a series of 201,817 high-consistent and locus-specific SNPs (minor allele frequency \> 0.05 and integrity \> 0.8) were selected and used for subsequent analysis of population structure, LD and haplotype blocks in this diversity panel.[@dsx052-B33]

2.4. Genome-wide association analysis
-------------------------------------

Based on the 201,817 SNP markers developed for the 300 rapeseed accessions, genome-wide association analysis for the four traits was carried out using general linear models (GLM) and mixed linear models (MLM) using the Tassel 5.0 software.[@dsx052-B39] Fixed effects were calculated with a Q (population structure) matrix, and random effects were calculated with a K (Kinship) matrix. While only the Q matrix was taken into account in the GLM model, the Q + K matrices were both considered in the MLM model. The Q matrix was calculated using the Admixture software package,[@dsx052-B40] and the K matrix (the genetic relationship among 300 accessions) was predicted using the SPAGeDi software.[@dsx052-B41]*P* values for SNPs linked to traits were calculated using the following formula: $$Y = X_{\alpha} + Q_{\beta} + K_{µ} + e,$$ where *Y* represents the phenotype, *X* is the genotype, *Q~β~* means fixed effect and *K~µ~* means random effect. The Quantile--Quantile plot (Q-Q plot) was drawn by the GGplot2 software,[@dsx052-B42] and the Manhattan plot was drawn by QQman software.[@dsx052-B43] The threshold value of −log~10~ (*P*) was set as −log~10~ 0.1/201,817 SNP \[*P* \< 4.96E10-7, −log~10~ (*P*) value is approximately equal to 6.3\] for identifying true marker--trait associations, which was expressed as the false discovery rate (FDR) test value in the R program[@dsx052-B44]; a true marker--trait association should show a FDR of less than 0.05, and only an FDR of less than 0.01 could meet the criteria for extremely significant association with the traits \[*P* \< 4.96E10-8, −log~10~ (*P*) value is approximately equal to 7.3\].

2.5. Discovery of favourable allelic variation for earliness
------------------------------------------------------------

For each of the trait-associated SNP loci, the phenotypic effect of each allelic variant was evaluated using the EAM method.[@dsx052-B45] In addition, a trait has more than one associated SNP, so when the effect value is positive, we set it as increasing effect allele, and when the effect value is negative as a decreasing effect allele. The average allelic effect (AAE) was calculated with formula: $$\text{AAE} = \sum{a_{c}/n_{c}},$$ where *a~c~* is effect value of *c* increasing or decreasing allele in a special SNP and *n~c~* is the number of increasing or decreasing alleles.

SNPs with negative allelic effect values highly associated with IFS, FFS and MT were set as favourable alleles for earliness; SNPs with positive allelic effect values for prolonging FP were set as favourable alleles. The number of the favourable alleles in each rapeseed accession was counted.

2.6. Candidate genes for flowering time prediction
--------------------------------------------------

Based on LD analysis for the 300 accessions of rapeseed in our previous study,[@dsx052-B33] the LD blocks where the significant trait-associated SNPs were situated, in which flanking SNP markers had strong LD (*r*^2^ \> 0.6),[@dsx052-B46] were defined as the candidate gene regions (extending from the left unrelated SNP to the right unrelated SNP). The LD block was analysed using the software 'haploview v4.2'.[@dsx052-B47] All genes within the same LD block (*r*^2^ \> 0.6) as significantly trait-associated SNP markers were considered for identification of candidates. For significant SNPs outside of the LD blocks, the 100 kb flanking regions on either side of the markers were used to identify candidate genes. All candidate genes were selected based on gene ontology (GO) terms for flowering, floral development, vernalization, photoperiod and vegetative to reproductive phase.[@dsx052-B30]^,^[@dsx052-B33] Subsequently, we carried out BLASTX searches against the *Arabidopsis* genome to determine the final flowering time candidate genes within the SNP-tagged genome regions.

2.7. Comparison of SNPs and QTLs related to flowering time traits
-----------------------------------------------------------------

A genomic region of 200 kb (roughly equal to 0.4 cM in genetic map) was set as a single QTL identified in previous research.[@dsx052-B46]^,^[@dsx052-B48] These QTL regions containing trait-linked SNPs were compared with the results of our study, and to GWAS results detecting flowering time gene loci using the Illumina Infinium *Brassica* 60K SNP array to map SNPs to physical positions in the *B. napus* genome.[@dsx052-B49] In addition, by anchoring known marker sequences (SSR, RFLP, etc.) to the rapeseed reference genome within the range of 1 Mb, SNPs previously connected to flowering time and MT QTLs in bi-parental mapping populations, as collected in our published article,[@dsx052-B50] were also compared with the results of our study.

3. Results
==========

3.1. Phenotypic variation and correlation analysis for the four earliness traits in 300 rapeseed accessions
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Four traits related to earliness of 300 rapeseed lines were investigated in two environments in this study. [Table 1](#dsx052-T1){ref-type="table"} showed that the average time to IFS was 145.07 and 150.63 days with the coefficient of variation of 9.88% and 10.11%, respectively, in environments JXAU and JXRIS ([Table 1](#dsx052-T1){ref-type="table"}); the minimum was 91 days and the maximum was 192 days. Analogously, the FFS also exhibited a wide range of 169--208 and 163--215 days, with means of 180 and 186 days in JXAU and JXRIS, respectively. The mean value of FP in JXAU was 35.57 days, ranging from 12 to 83 days with a coefficient of variation of 29.21%, and the average number of days for FP in JXIRS was 36.54 with a coefficient of variation of 31.06% (varying from 17 to 97 days), such that large variation was clearly observed for these traits. Finally, the average number of days to maturity was 217.41 days in JXAU, ranging from 203 to 234 days with a coefficient of variation of 2.25%, and the time to maturity in JXIRS was 219.80 days ranging from 210 to 235 days, which exhibited the lowest coefficient of variation of 1.83%. Extensive variation for each of the four traits was observed in two environments, and phenotypic values for each of the four traits were normally distributed ([Fig. 1](#dsx052-F1){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, the average days to IFS and FFS in environment JXAU was later than in environment JXIRS, by about 5 and 6 days, respectively. However, the FP was generally consistent between the two environments, and the MT in the JXAU environment was only earlier than in the JXIRS environment by 2 days on average. These data implied a broad diversity in earliness phenotypic traits in the population of 300 rapeseed accessions. Table 1Statistical analysis of earliness traits of rapeseed in two environments (JXAU and JXIRS)EnvironmentTraitMean ± SD (d)ModeMin/d50% Quantile/dMax/dCV (%)Shapiro--Wilk testJXAUIFS145.07±14.33142911431869.88*W*=0.912653 *P*=0.000001FFS180±5.981761691802083.31*W*=0.826885 *P*=0.000001FP35.57±10.3936.512368329.21*W*=0.876773 *P*=0.000001MT217.41±4.90217.52032182342.25*W*=0.978996 *P*=0.000218JXIRSIFS150.63±15.2315191151.519210.11*W*=0.959349 *P*=0.000001FFS186.94±7.64185.51631872154.08*W*=0.932065 *P*=0.000001F*P*36.54±11.3534.517349731.06*W*=0.845379 *P*=0.000001MT219.80±4.03218.52102192351.83*W*=0.913101 *P*=0.000001[^2]

![Frequency distribution of four traits related to earliness of *Brassica napus* in two environments (JXAU and JXIRS). Note: The *X*-axis indicates the trait (days) and *Y*-axis indicates the accession number.](dsx052f1){#dsx052-F1}

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted for the 300 accessions to test the effects of genotype (G), environment (E) and their interactions (G × E) for the four traits. All traits varied significantly across the 300 genotypes (*P *\<* *0.01; [Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and there were obvious differences in FP between the two environments (*P *\<* *0.05), as well as in the other three traits between the two environments (*P *\<* *0.01). However, differences in traits between repetitions were not significant, although G × E interactions were all significant (*P *\<* *0.01), suggesting a large environmental impact on these traits in rapeseed. The broad-sense heritability of IFS was calculated to be 95.42%, while FFS, FP and MT had broad sense heritabilities of 92.35%, 91.99% and 87.55%, respectively. All traits were stably inherited with an *H~B~*^2^ higher than 85%.[@dsx052-B36]

Initial flowering in the two environments had a highly significant positive correlation with FFS and MT ([Table 2](#dsx052-T2){ref-type="table"}), with phenotypic correlation coefficients of 0.7774\*\* and 0.5698\*\* in JXAU and 0.7053\*\* and 0.5118\*\* in JXIRS, respectively, indicating that early flowering means early maturity, with flowering time a crucial indicator for MT. However, FP had a highly significant negative correlation with the other three traits, with phenotypic correlation coefficients of −0.932\*\*, −0.4976\*\* and −0.4053\*\* in JXAU and −08757\*\*, −0.2772\*\* and −0.2903\*\* in JXIRS, respectively, indicating that the sooner flowering time and MT are reached, the longer the FP is, and vice versa. Table 2Correlation analyses of earliness traits of rapeseed in two environments (JXAU and JXIRS)CorrelationIFS/dFFS/dFP/dMT/dIFS/d1FFS/d0.7774\*\*/0.7053\*\*1FP/d−0.932\*\*/-0.8757\*\*−0.4976\*\*/-0.2772\*\*1MT/d0.5698\*\*/0.5118\*\*0.6605\*\*/0.6005\*\*−0.4053\*\*/-0.2903\*\*1[^3]

3.2. Genome-wide association analysis for the four earliness traits in the 300 rapeseed accessions
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To uncover the genotypic variations of four traits related to earliness in *B. napus*, GLM and MLM models for GWAS were evaluated, and the degree of consistency between the observed and expected *P* values were assessed using QQ plots, both models controlled the generation of the false positives well ([Fig. 2](#dsx052-F2){ref-type="fig"}), and the significant SNPs associated with traits were displayed on Manhattan plots ([Table 3](#dsx052-T3){ref-type="table"}, [Figs 3 and 4](#dsx052-F3){ref-type="fig"}). The GLM analysis detected a total of 125 SNPs (*P* \< 4.96E-07) significantly associated with four earliness-related traits, and distributed on 18 of the 19 *B. napus* chromosomes (excluding A04). The largest number of significant SNPs (25) was on chromosome C01, and the second largest number (18 SNPs) was found on chromosome C03 ([Fig. 4](#dsx052-F4){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 3](#dsx052-T3){ref-type="table"}). MLM analysis detected 22 SNPs significantly associated with IFS (3), FFS (3) and FP (18) on 11 chromosomes, 2 of which were associated with IFS and FP simultaneously on chromosome A09 ([Table 3](#dsx052-T3){ref-type="table"}). Totally, 131 SNPs significantly associated with four traits were detected on 18 chromosomes by both GLM and MLM analyses. Table 3SNP loci significantly associated with earliness traits in *Brassica napus*SNPsChromosomePosition*P* value*R*^2^ (%)AlleleEnvironmentTraitsMethodsJXAUJXIRSIFSFFSFPMTGLMMLMBn-A02-p7537706A0275377061.28E-07\*-1.63E-09[\*\*](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}8.26--9.34G/T○√√•Bn-A02-p7272190A0272721904.79E-07\*5.86A/G○√•Bn-A02-p7272126A0272721262.63E-07\*5.91A/G○√•Bn-A03-p25129078A03251290781.54E-08[\*\*](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}-1.83E-09[\*\*](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}8.41--13.07G/A○○√√•Bn-A06-p7621426A0676214266.26E-08\*-3.75E-08[\*\*](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}6.51--9.21C/T○√√•Bn-A07-p10864549A07108645492.08E-07\*-2.29E-11[\*\*](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}6.39--12.39A/T○○√√•Bn-A09-p9520665A0995206651.67E-07\*-3.72E-08[\*\*](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}6.51--9.11A/T○○√√•Bn-A09-p19488065A09194880657.15E-08\*5.15T/C○√•Bn-C01-p17761695C01177616954.70E-07\*-1.05E-08[\*\*](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}6.25--11.83T/G○○√√•Bn-SA03-p2039163scaffoldA03_random20391631.12E-07\*-2.12E-10[\*\*](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}6.2--12.79A/G○○√√•Bn-SA08-p1469091scaffoldA08_random14690912.90E-07\*-2.17E-08[\*\*](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}5.8-9.07C/T○○√√•Bn-SA08-p1469110scaffoldA08_random14691102.37E-07\*-1.77E-08[\*\*](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}5.79--9.17T/C○○√√•Bn-A02-p6435246A0264352469.34E-08\*-5.08E-08\*8.27--10.67A/G○√√•Bn-A03-p25169892A03251698921.40E-07\*-1.31E-08[\*\*](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}8.07--11.34A/G○○√√•Bn-C01-p17761632C01177616321.26E-07\*-5.57E-08\*8.24--10.74A/G○√√•Bn-C01-p17761646C01177616463.37E-07\*-9.15E-08\*7.69--10.36A/C○√√•Bn-C01-p17761654C01177616542.75E-07\*-5.55E-08\*7.85--10.74C/T○√√•Bn-C01-p17761705C01177617053.40E-07\*-5.11E-08\*7.96--10.93A/G○√√•Bn-C03-p32042627C03320426272.71E-07\*-1.43E-08[\*\*](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}8.74--12.81A/C○√√•Bn-C03-p32042629C03320426293.08E-07\*-1.65E-08[\*\*](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}8.73--12.76A/G○√√•Bn-C03-p32042644C03320426442.29E-07\*-1.24E-08[\*\*](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}9.03--13.17C/T○√√•Bn-SA02-p297545scaffoldA02_random2975457.89E-08\*-2.67E-08[\*\*](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}9.30--10.97A/G○○√√•Bn-SA09-p3882263scaffoldA09_random38822634.88E-07\*-3.07E-07\*7.13--9.09A/C○√•Bn-A09-p122597A091225974.91E-07\*-3.72E-07\*9.14--10.31A/C○√√•Bn-A09-p122628A091226284.69E-07\*-1.26E-07\*9.29--11.09A/T○√√•Bn-A09-p8430274A0984302743.15E-07\*8.6C/T○√•Bn-A02-p23681151A02236811513.95E-07\*3.39A/G○√•Bn-A02-p23681432A02236814324.23E-07\*3.55C/G○√•Bn-A02-p23875175A02238751751.71E-07\*4.69C/G○√•Bn-A02-p23875300A02238753001.57E-07\*4.53A/G○√•Bn-C05-p15929590C05159295902.00E-07\*3.27C/T○√•Bn-SA01-p311119scaffoldA01_random3111198.78E-08\*-1.57E-08[\*\*](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}3.51--10.71G/T○√••Bn-A02-p23924336chrA02239243363.92E-07\*6.1C/T○√•Bn-SC04-p1483308scaffoldC04_random14833082.74E-07\*6.09G/T○√•Bn-SA01-p311144scaffoldA01_random3111441.94E-07\*9.15G/T○√•Bn-SA01-p311434scaffoldA01_random3114344.65E-07\*8.61A/T○√•Bn-A02-p21988229A02219882297.10E-08\*9.25C/G○√•Bn-A03-p12287810A03122878103.94E-07\*-7.97E-08\*7.91--9.93G/T○○√•Bn-A03-p12288072A03122880723.94E-07\*-7.97E-08\*7.91--9.93A/G○○√•Bn-A03-p25225210A03252252102.80E-07\*8.07G/T○√•Bn-A05-p16342394A05163423942.68E-07\*-4.13E-08[\*\*](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}9.71--9.86C/T○○√•Bn-A05-p21493588A05214935883.05E-07\*-4.13E-08[\*\*](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}9.71--9.86C/A○○√•Bn-A06-p15620541A06156205412.14E-07\*7.14A/T○√•Bn-A07-p3952619A0739526193.25E-07\*8.77A/G○√•Bn-A07-p3986920A0739869202.57E-07\*9.55A/G○√•Bn-A07-p3986954A0739869548.17E-08\*9.57A/C○√•Bn-A08-p4107097A0841070974.79E-07\*9.29A/G○√•Bn-A08-p9750352A0897503522.79E-08[\*\*](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}-3.72E-08[\*\*](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}9.11--10.41A/T○○√•Bn-A08-p10241291A08102412911.23E-07\*8.29G/T○√•Bn-A08-p10241315A08102413151.23E-07\*8.29C/T○√•Bn-A09-p1622239A0916222399.86E-08\*9.84A/T○√•Bn-A09-p9517894A0995178943.27E-07\*7.83A/T○√•Bn-A09-p9526166A0995261661.61E-08[\*\*](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}9.34C/G○√•Bn-C01-p17478274C01174782741.79E-07\*8.03A/C○√•Bn-C01-p17478312C01174783123.36E-07\*7.69C/T○√•Bn-C01-p17726513C01177265136.67E-08\*8.6C/T○√•Bn-C01-p17726760C01177267603.59E-07\*7.77C/G○√•Bn-C01-p17726781C01177267814.58E-07\*7.65C/G○√•Bn-C01-p17726814C01177268143.59E-07\*7.77C/G○√•Bn-C01-p17759676C01177596764.22E-07\*7.67C/G○√•Bn-C01-p17759711C01177597114.22E-07\*7.67G/T○√•Bn-C01-p17797361C01177973614.87E-07\*7.73C/T○√•Bn-C02-p33057434C02330574343.47E-07\*-1.85E-08[\*\*](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}7.73--10.56C/T○○√••Bn-C03-p20184518C03201845182.24E-07\*9.09C/G○√•Bn-C07-p21671359C07216713598.31E-08\*8.62C/T○√•Bn-C08-p23973542C08239735428.37E-09[\*\*](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}-8.15E-11[\*\*](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}10.84--11.67C/T○○√•Bn-C09-p18507822C09185078221.43E-07\*8.87C/T○√•Bn-A01-p12901579A01129015792.61E-07\*10.08A/G○√•Bn-A01-p12901581A01129015812.79E-07\*10.08C/T○√•Bn-A01-p12901588A01129015882.61E-07\*10.08A/G○√•Bn-A01-p12901611A01129016111.96E-07\*10.99C/T○√•Bn-A01-p12901881A01129018814.95E-07\*10.43A/G○√•Bn-A02-p5752414A0257524141.09E-07\*10.74A/G○√•Bn-A03-p13764115A03137641158.88E-08\*9.49G/T○√•Bn-A03-p24569600A03245696002.29E-07\*9.47G/T○√•Bn-A05-p17034333A05170343331.20E-07\*-3.13E-08[\*\*](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}10.81--11.66A/T○√••Bn-A05-p21798836A05217988363.84E-07\*9.15A/G○√••Bn-A07-p3687800A0736878003.61E-07\*-1.33E-07\*9.31--10.40C/T○√••Bn-A08-p10625793A08106257931.16E-07\*10.65A/G○√•Bn-A08-p10996087A08109960872.74E-07\*9.63C/T○√•Bn-A08-p13693932A08136939321.35E-07\*-6.06E-09[\*\*](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}11.32--11.52A/G○√••Bn-C01-p17487034C01174870343.01E-07\*8.98A/G○√•Bn-C01-p17487264C01174872642.06E-07\*9.2A/G○√•Bn-C01-p17494228C01174942282.62E-08[\*\*](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}10.52C/T○√•Bn-C01-p17730780C01177307803.24E-07\*9.21C/T○√•Bn-C01-p17753079C01177530792.67E-07\*10.4A/T○√•Bn-C01-p17753141C01177531412.84E-07\*10.21A/T○√•Bn-C01-p17753145C01177531451.50E-07\*10.71A/G○√•Bn-C01-p17761899C01177618995.94E-08\*10.66C/T○√•Bn-C01-p17761901C01177619019.176E-08\*10.37A/G○√•Bn-C01-p17761933C01177619336.88E-08\*10.54C/T○√•Bn-C02-p33057504C02330575044.23E-07\*-6.34E-08\*9.87--10.28A/G○√••Bn-C03-p20819013C0320819031.26E-08[\*\*](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}8.92G/T○√•Bn-C03-p4949866C0349498661.94E-07\*-4.85E-07\*11.13--12.55A/T○√••Bn-C03-p38949187C03389491871.48E-07\*9.35C/T○√•Bn-C03-p38949208C03389492081.48E-07\*9.35A/T○√•Bn-C03-p38949217C03389492171.48E-07\*9.35A/G○√•Bn-C03-p38949237C03389492371.39E-07\*9.39C/T○√•Bn-C03-p38949409C03389494091.21E-07\*9.47A/C○√•Bn-C03-p38949491C03389494911.21E-07\*9.47A/C○√•Bn-C03-p40406280C03404062806.09E-08\*9.75A/G○√•Bn-C03-p40406328C03404063286.18E-08\*9.75A/G○√•Bn-C03-p40406358C03404063581.134E-07\*9.4A/G○√•Bn-C03-p40406652C03404066521.25E-07\*9.32G/T○√•Bn-C03-p46530629C03465306291.19E-07\*9.32A/G○√•Bn-C04-p723016C047230164.18E-07\*9.51A/T○√•Bn-C04-p32566552C04325665524.18E-08[\*\*](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}9.9A/G○√•Bn-C05-p3438659C0534386591.18E-07\*-4.67E-07\*9.33--10.15A/T○√••Bn-C05-p36767961C05367679614.52E-07\*-1.83E-07\*9.30--10.24A/C○√••Bn-C06-p10488893C06104888933.35E-07\*-1.45E-07\*9.36--10.61A/G○√••Bn-C08-p21679211C08216792112.334E-07\*-1.44E-08[\*\*](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}11.26--12.88C/T○√••Bn-C08-p21679214C08216792142.85E-07\*-6.44E-09[\*\*](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}11.85--12.92G/T○√••Bn-C08-p21679454C08216794542.94E-07\*-1.85E-08[\*\*](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}11.18--12.60A/G○√••Bn-C08-p21679515C08216795152.65E-07\*-1.82E-08[\*\*](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}11.14--12.69A/C○√••Bn-C08-p21679556C08216795562.79E-07\*-1.94E-08[\*\*](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}11.15--12.65C/T○√••Bn-A09-p122632A091226361.55E-07\*10.96G/T○√•Bn-C09-p45893469C09458934694.12E-07\*10.83A/G○√•Bn-SA07-p363274scaffoldA07_random3632742.88E-09[\*\*](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}11.83C/T○√•Bn-SA07-p363279scaffoldA07_random3632793.06E-09[\*\*](#tblfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}11.8A/G○√•Bn-SA08-p1478242scaffoldA08_random14782428.21E-08\*10.11A/C○√•Bn-SC01-p1541365scaffoldC01_random15413658.85E-08\*10.64A/G○√•Bn-SC03-p643771scaffoldC03_random6437717.81E-08\*9.58A/C○√•Bn-A10-p13390883A10133908834.53 E-07\*13.04C/A○√•Bn-C01-p21914037C01219140373.52 E-07\*13.23A/G○√•Bn-C03-p35944796C03359447964.29E-07\*7.27A/G○√•Bn-C04-p27101283C04271012832.94 E-07\*6.46A/G○√•Bn-C05-p29165950rC05291659501.75E-07\*6.78A/G○√•Bn-C07-p1361000C0713610004.37E-07\*7.57C/T○√•Bn-SA05-p1133338scaffoldA05_random11333383.73E-07\*7.34C/T○√•Bn-SA05-p1133563scaffoldA05_random11335633.25E-07\*7.41A/G○√•Bn-A07-p5248478scaffoldA07_random52484782.41 E-07\*10.17C/T○√•[^4][^5]

![Quantile-quantile plots for four traits related to earliness using two models with GLM (upper curve) and MLM (lower curve) in two environments (JXAU and JXIRS).](dsx052f2){#dsx052-F2}

![Manhattan plot for four traits related to earliness of *Brassica napus* by GLM model in two environments (JXAU and JXIRS). Note: The lower dashed horizontal line represents the significance threshold (*P* \< 4.96E10-7, −log10 (*P*) value is approximately equal to 6.3); the upper dashed horizontal line represents the extreme significance threshold (*P* \< 4.96E10-8, −log10 (*P)* value is approximately equal to 7.3).](dsx052f3){#dsx052-F3}

![Manhattan plot of four traits related to earliness of *Brassica napus* by MLM model in two environments (JXAU and JXIRS). Note: The lower dashed horizontal line represents the significance threshold (*P* \< 4.96E10-7, −log10 (*P)* value is approximately equal to 6.3), the upper dashed horizontal line represents the extreme significance threshold (*P* \< 4.96E10-8, −log10 (*P)* value is approximately equal to 7.3).](dsx052f4){#dsx052-F4}

Specifically, 26 SNPs were associated with initial flowering in the two environments, 9 of which were detected in both environments by GLM model analysis ([Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, only three SNPs for initial flowering time were found in environment JXAU by MLM analysis, all on chromosome A09 ([Supplementary Table S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Using GLM analysis, 10 SNPs associated with FFS were detected (8 in JXAU and 2 in JXRIS) but no consistent SNPs for FFS were detected in both environments. Using MLM analysis, three SNPs on chromosome A01 in environment JXAU for FFS were detected, one of which was consistent with the GLM predictions ([Supplementary Tables S5 and S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The GLM model detected 106 SNPs associated with FP in environment JXAU, of which 49 SNPs were extremely significant (*P* \< 4.96E-08; [Supplementary Table S7](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), while 78 SNPs associated with FP were detected in environment JXIRS, 22 of which were extremely significant; 16 SNPs were identified in both environments ([Supplementary Table S8](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). MLM analysis identified 18 SNPs for FP (4 in JXAU and 15 in JXIRS with one shared SNP locus in two environments), 15 SNPs of which were consistent with GLM analysis. However, for MT, only nine SNPs were detected in one environment (JXAU) using the GLM model ([Supplementary Table S9](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

3.3. Discovery of useful allelic variation for earliness
--------------------------------------------------------

In order to identify elite alleles for earliness breeding in *B. napus*, we evaluated the allelic effects of SNP loci associated with four earliness-related traits. SNP alleles with positive effects that led to decreases in trait values for IFS, FFS and MT, or that led to an increase in the trait value for FP, were defined as 'favourable alleles' for earliness. In our study, we observed 35 favourable alleles from 29 SNP loci for earliness of flowering and maturity, which were present in 288 accessions. Individual accessions had from 1 to 17 favourable alleles for earliness, with 19 accessions having more than 10 alleles for earliness. For this latter group of accessions, mean IFS (130 days) was shorter by 15 days than the mean for all 300 accessions ([Supplementary Tables S10 and S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). [Figure 5a](#dsx052-F5){ref-type="fig"} shows that more favourable alleles resulted in earlier flowering or maturity. For the FP, based on the assessment of allelic effect values, 74 SNP loci (90 alleles) contributed to a prolonged FP, with the number of favourable alleles per accession ranging from 5 to 47. A set of 13 rapeseed lines had more than 20 alleles for long FP, and this group had a much longer average FP (56 days) than the average across all accessions (35 days) ([Supplementary Table S12](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; [Fig. 5b](#dsx052-F5){ref-type="fig"} shows a long FP phenotype). Furthermore, by comparing the allelic effect values of alleles between the traits of IFS and FP, all alleles promoting early flowering were found to be totally consistent with prolonged FP in all accessions ([Supplementary Tables S10, S11 and S13](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Among these trait-linked loci, we detected 6 SNPs with 2 favourable allelic variations for earliness in flowering or maturity on chromosomes A01, A02, A09, C03 and C04, and another 16 SNPs with favourable alleles for prolonging FP were distributed on chromosomes A05, A06, A08, C01, C02, C03, C08 and C09. In addition, some SNP loci had different effects associated with each of the two alleles present at the SNP locus: for example, the favourable C allele of *Bn-A02-23681432* and *Bn-A02-23875175* related to FFS was associated with earlier MT compared with the unfavourable G allele, with an average of about 3 days of phenotypic difference in the two environments (see [Fig. 6](#dsx052-F6){ref-type="fig"}). These results indicate that the highly favourable SNP alleles exhibit significant positive effects on phenotypic characteristics compared with the unfavourable alleles.

![Analysis of numbers of highly favorable SNP alleles for early-flowering and long flowering period in *Brassica napus*. Note: (a) The *X*-axis indicates the number of highly favorable SNP alleles for early-flowering and the *Y*-axis indicates the average IFS value in each accession; (b), the *X*-axis indicates the number of highly favorable SNP alleles for long-flowering and the *Y*-axis indicates average FP values in each accession.](dsx052f5){#dsx052-F5}

![Boxplots showing maturity time for two genotypes carrying the C-allele (left) and the G-allele (right) for each location. A represents the SNP locus of *Bn-A02-23681432*, B represents the SNP locus of *Bn-A02-23875175*.](dsx052f6){#dsx052-F6}

3.4 Identification of candidate genes for flowering time in *B. napus*
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Of the 131 SNP loci significantly associated with earliness traits, 85 SNP loci were divided into 29 candidate genome regions based on the LD blocks analysis (*r*^2^\>0.6), ranging in size from 253 bp to 576.661 kb ([Supplementary Table S14](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), while the remaining 46 SNP loci were not present in the defined LD blocks. To further uncover the molecular function of the significant SNPs, we obtained the genes within the same LD block or within 100 kb to either side of the significant trait-associated SNPs by BLAST analysis using *B. napus* 'Darmor v4.1' as the reference genome. We screened 1,672 genes in the candidate regions of 80 SNPs significantly associated with the four earliness traits ([Supplementary Table S15](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}): 147 candidate genes closely linked with 44 SNPs were obtained based on the GO terms related to flowering time (flowering, floral development, vernalization, photoperiod, vegetative to reproductive transition and gibberellin) ([Supplementary Table S16](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Of these, 57 flowering time candidate genes closely linked with 33 SNPs in *B. napus* were identified as orthologous to *A. thaliana* genes in flowering time networks, which were involved in the flowering regulation pathways of vernalization, photoperiod, GA, autonomous pathway and circadian clock, respectively ([Supplementary Figure S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).[@dsx052-B10] These candidate genes were distributed on 14 chromosomes, 44 of which were distributed on the A subgenome, with the most genes (12) on chromosome A02 and with the other 13 flowering genes located on 5 chromosomes of the C subgenome ([Supplementary Table S17](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Fig. 7](#dsx052-F7){ref-type="fig"}).

![Distribution of candidate genes and their corresponding SNP loci associated with flowering time. Note: The abbreviations of orthologous genes in *Arabidopsis thaliana* are shown in brackets after the candidate genes. Numbers represent the relative distances in the genome, 1 = 1 kb.](dsx052f7){#dsx052-F7}

In the vicinity of some SNP regions, more than one known flowering time gene was identified ([Fig. 7](#dsx052-F7){ref-type="fig"}). For example, at the position of SNP *Bn-A03-16342394*, we found five flowering time candidate genes (orthologous to *A. thaliana* genes of *ABF4*, *PIE1*, *VRN1* and ARP6), at the position of SNP *Bn-A10-13390883* three important flowering time candidate genes (orthologous to *A. thaliana* genes of *CO*, *SVP* and *AtCOL1*) were found, at the position of SNP *Bn-A03-13764115* four flowering time genes (*VGT1*, *IPP2*, *GRF7* and *COL2*) were found, at the position of SNP (*Bn-A02-23681432*) three flowering time genes (*CDF1*, *HUA2* and *CHE*) were detected, and three flowering time genes (*FT*, *RGL1* and *FLD*) were closely adjacent to the position of SNP *Bn-A02-6435246*. These results indicate that some loci are highly associated with flowering time genes, and that genes controlling flowering tend to be located in clusters in *B. napus*.[@dsx052-B51] In addition, we found the significant SNP locus *Bn-A03-25129078* is in the inner region of the flowering time candidate gene of *GSBRNA2T00044315001* homologous to *CURLY LEAF* (*CLF*) of *A. thaliana*. By evaluating the allelic effect of *Bn-A03-25129078* locus, accessions with an A allele for *Bn-A03-25129078* had an average of 130 days for IFS in the two environments, 19 days earlier than accessions with the G allele. This indicates that *Bn-A03-25129078* is an important SNP locus in promoting early flowering in rapeseed, which also proves the reliability for identifying the candidate genes using GWAS analysis.

4. Discussion
=============

4.1. Identification and validation of SNP loci associated with traits related to earliness in *B. napus*
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Identifying favourable allelic variation and candidate genes promoting early flowering and maturity is critical for effective use of *B. napus* in tri-annual crop rotation systems in China. Earliness of *B. napus* is a very important trait for reducing the planting time conflict during tri-annual crop rotation systems in southern China. However, earliness is a complicated quantitative trait. In previous studies, flowering time in *B. napus* showed a high genetic correlation (0.73) with MT,[@dsx052-B17]^,^[@dsx052-B22]^,^[@dsx052-B52]^,^[@dsx052-B53] with QTLs co-localized with plant height in a small region on chromosome A02.[@dsx052-B20]^,^[@dsx052-B54] By *in silico* QTL integration, co-localization of flowering time and MT was also identified on chromosomes A01, A02, A03, A05 and C09.[@dsx052-B50] Therefore, flowering time is a crucial indicator for MT. In this study, we investigated four traits related to earliness (IFS, FFS, FP and MT) for 300 rapeseed accessions in two environments. High correlations between these traits were also identified, and strong positive correlations existed between the traits of IFS, FFS and MT. Furthermore, we found that the trait of FP was highly negatively correlated with the other three traits. By evaluating the allelic effects of SNP loci associated with four earliness related traits, we revealed that favourable alleles promoting early-flowering and early-maturing are totally opposite to the favourable alleles prolonging flowering days in all accessions. Therefore, we can infer that the rapeseed varieties with alleles for earliness should have longer FPs.

In the current study, all four traits showed large phenotypic variation in the two environments, supporting the suitability of genome-wide association analysis for these traits using this diversity panel. A total of 131 SNP loci associated with these traits were detected on 18 chromosomes (except A04), with a high average phenotypic variation for flowering time (9.36%) ranging from 3.27% to 13.17%, of which the greatest number of SNP loci was significantly associated with FP. Many of these SNPs were also associated with IFS. From this, we can infer that SNP loci related to the initiation of flowering also mediate the flowering days. In comparison to bi-parental mapping population results using *in silico* mapping, eight SNPs detected in our study were consistent with previous flowering time and MT QTLs (in the range of 1 Mb) on chromosomes A02, A03, A05, A06, C03 and C08 [@dsx052-B16]^,^[@dsx052-B20]^,^[@dsx052-B53]^,^[@dsx052-B55] ([Supplementary Table S18](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In addition, based on the comparison of SNP regions, 37 SNP regions (within 200 kb) we detected were consistent with results of flowering time from the *Brassica* 60 K SNP array: 17 were reported by Li et al.,[@dsx052-B56] 16 were reported by Roman et al.[@dsx052-B46] and 5 were reported by Wang et al.[@dsx052-B31] ([Supplementary Table S19](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Overall, at least 34 flowering QTLs in the current study were consistent with at least one QTL identified in one or more previous studies, and five SNP loci regions (*Bn-A02-6435246*, *Bn-A05-21493588*, *Bn-A06-7621426*, *Bn-SA03-2039163* and *Bn-SC03-643771*) were detected simultaneously by linkage mapping and association analysis. In addition, we found the SNP locus of *Bn-A03-25129078* is in the inner region of candidate gene of *GSBRNA2T00044315001* homologous to *CURLY LEAF* (*CLF*) of *A. thaliana*, while another five candidate genes for flowering time were within 10 kb of significant SNP loci ([Supplementary Table S16](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These findings strongly support the GWAS results and increase the credibility of the trait-associated SNP loci identified in our study. Furthermore, a total of 91 novel SNP loci from 16 chromosomes were found in our study, 59 of which included 77 favourable alleles promoting early flowering and early maturity ([Supplementary Tables S10 and S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), which might comprise new DNA markers for earliness breeding in rapeseed in the future. Moreover, as the SNP markers used in this study were developed from sequencing, their position and alleles are known. Hence, based on our results, breeders can directly obtain valuable data and resources for further research in rapeseed.

It is well known that it is difficult to simultaneously improve the early maturity and yield of a crop by traditional breeding methods. Therefore, the excavation of favourable SNP alleles is necessary for improving the complicated earliness trait in rapeseed using molecular marker-assisted selection (MAS). Association mapping has played an important role in exploring the elite alleles of many agronomic traits in *B. napus* (seed yield, flowering time, seed oil content and fatty acid compositions) in recent years. [@dsx052-B48]^,^[@dsx052-B28]^,^[@dsx052-B57] In the current study, the phenotypic effect value of each allele for four traits was evaluated to obtain 35 favourable alleles for early flowering and early maturing, and 90 for long FP. In fact, all favourable alleles for prolonging FP were consistent with alleles for promoting flowering, so we can infer that favourable alleles for prolonging FP may also produce positive effects in promoting flowering. Previously, pyramiding effects of favourable SNP alleles has proved useful in building disease resistance, increasing fruit yield and improving quality traits.[@dsx052-B58] By analysing and comparing the favourable alleles for the four traits across the 300 accessions ([Supplementary Tables S10--S13](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Fig. 5](#dsx052-F5){ref-type="fig"}), those which have more favourable alleles (such as 'Huayou 4' and 'Yuyou 2') might be considered as potential Germplasm resources for earliness breeding, and significant SNPs with favourable alleles can be used for MAS in rapeseed.

4.2 Mining of candidate genes to uncover the flowering time gene network and improve earliness in *B. napus*
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Without doubt, the earliness of rapeseed largely depends on a complicated flowering network of genetic factors and their interaction with stimuli from the external environment. The genetic factors inducing the initiation of flowering are best elaborated in the model plant of *A. thaliana*,[@dsx052-B10] where the regulation pathways for flowering time include intrinsic (autonomous, circadian clock, gibberellin) and extrinsic factors (vernalization, photoperiod and environmental temperature), and involve more than 100 flowering time genes. In this study, we identified 57 candidate genes of *B. napus* homologous to 39 flowering time genes of *A. thaliana* (e.g. *AGL24*, *FT, CO*, *SVP*, *FLD*, *FY*) in the vicinity of 33 significantly trait-associated SNP loci. These genes accounted for one-third of the known genetic and epigenetic regulators in the flowering time gene network, and 19 candidate genes homologous to 10 flowering time genes of *A. thaliana* (*TSF*, *CIB1*, *PIE1*, *VRN1*, *FUL*, *CKA2*, *ARP6*, *FY*, *ABF4* and *CDF3*) were detected near 14 novel SNP loci in our study. For these candidate genes for flowering time in *B. napus*, some of which play a positive role in promoting flowering, homologous genes of *A. thaliana* were as follows: *AGL24*, *CIB1*, *CLPS3*, *CO*, *RGL1*, *COR28*, *FLD*, *FLK*, *FT*, *FUL*, *FY*, *GRF7*, *HUA2*, *PRMT4A*, *TSF*, *VGT1*, *VRN1* and *AP2*; other candidate genes for delaying flowering were homologous to *EFS*, *LATE*, *SVP*, *AGL18*, *ABF4*, *ATXR7*, *CDF1*, *CDF3*, *CLF*, *CGA1*, *CKA2*, *ELF6*, *ARP6*, *PIE1* and *TEM2* in *A. thaliana* ([Supplementary Table S17](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thus, it is reasonable to suppose that those genes homologous to flowering time genes of *A. thaliana* for promoting flowering may be considered as candidate genes for improving earliness via the regulation and control of early flowering time in *B. napus*.

Of the flowering time candidate genes detected in this study, gene *GSBRNA2T00135488001* adjacent to the SNP locus *Bn-A10-13390883* was homologous to *CONSTANS* (*CO*), temporal and spatial regulation of which is vital for photoperiod-dependent induction.[@dsx052-B12] Four orthologues of the *A. thaliana CO* gene have previously been isolated on chromosomes A10 and C09 in *B. napus*.[@dsx052-B61] The *GSBRNA2T00098107001* gene adjacent to *Bn-A02-21988229* and the *GSBRNA2T00126653001* gene adjacent to *Bn-A08-10241291* were homologous to *CRYPTOCHROME-INTERACTING BASIC-HELIX-LOOP-HELIX 1* (*CIB1*), which interacts with *CRYPTOCHROME 2* (*CRY2*) to promote *CRY2*-dependent floral initiation and also positively regulates *FLOWERING LOCUS T* (*FT*) expression in the photoperiod pathway in *A. thaliana*.[@dsx052-B62] In addition, *EARLY FLOWERING 6* (*ELF6*) encodes a Jumonji N/C and zinc finger domain-containing protein that acts as a repressor in the photoperiod pathway, and its loss-of-function mutation causes early flowering[@dsx052-B63]: we found its homologous candidate gene *GSBRNA2T00100566001* in the vicinity of *Bn-C05-3438659*. Many flowering time candidate genes are involved in vernalization pathways, as vernalization promotes flowering indirectly by histone modifications that submerge *FLOWERING LOCUS C* (*FLC*). At present, five regulator genes (*VIN3*, *VRN5*, *VRN1*, *VRN2* and *HPL1*) related to vernalization have been found in *A. thaliana.*[@dsx052-B12] Candidate gene *GSBRNA2T00154017001* homologous to *VERNALIZATION 1* (*VRN1*) near SNP *Bn-A05-16342394*, which could repress *FLC* gene expression by regulating the chemical modification of histones,[@dsx052-B64] and three additional candidate genes (*GSBRNA2T00153994001*, *GSBRNA2T00153993001* and *GSBRNA2T00132568001*) homologous to *ACTIN RELATED PROTEIN 6* (*ARP6*), which could act in the nucleus to modulate *FLC* gene expression by participating in chromatin histone 3 acetylation,[@dsx052-B65]^,^[@dsx052-B66] were found in the vicinity of SNPs *Bn-A05-16342394* and *Bn-C03-10984518* in this study. Although we did not find homologous for the vital regulator of flowering time *FLC* in the candidate regions in our study, *FLC* is not a unique target gene in the vernalization pathway, as *AGL19* and *AGL24* encoding MADX-box proteins have similar roles to *FLC*, where up-regulated expression can promote precocious flowering.[@dsx052-B67]^,^[@dsx052-B68] We did detect the gene *GSBRNA2T00126728001* homologous to *AGL24* \[in the vicinity of SNP locus (*Bn-A08-9750352*)\], which may play important roles in the downstream regulation of *SOC1* and upstream regulation of *LFY* in several floral pathways: this gene is firstly activated in shoot apical meristems at the stage of floral transition, after which expression is located in inflorescence and floral meristems. FLOWERING LOCUS D (*FLD*), FLOWERING LOCUS K (*FLK*) and *FY* are the most important flowering time genes in the autonomous flowering pathway, as these genes promote flowering indirectly by repressing the expression of *FLC*, but they have operate via different mechanisms. We found the candidate gene of *GSBRNA2T00090976001* homologous to *FLD* (a high acetylation transcriptional repressor of *FLC*[@dsx052-B69]) 56.69 kb from the SNP locus *Bn-A02-6435246*. In addition, we also excavated the candidate genes *GSBRNA2T00075319001* (*Bn-A03-24569600*, 63.03 kb) and *GSBRNA2T00065713001* (*Bn-C05-29165950*, 24.13 kb) homologous to *FLK* and *FY*, respectively, both of which encode RNA-binding proteins known to affect flowering time by modulating the mRNA level of *FLC*.[@dsx052-B70] In the GA (gibberellin) pathway, *RGA-LIKE 1* (*RGL1*) is known to be a repressor of the GA response pathway controlling flowering,[@dsx052-B71] and we identified its homologous gene *GSBRNA2T00090973001* 50.39 kb from *Bn-A01-6435246*.

The floral integrator genes (*SOC1*, *FT* and *AGL24*) play important roles in activating floral meristem formation genes (such as *LFY*, *AP1*, *SEP3* and *FUL*). Besides AGL24 mentioned above, we also found the candidate gene *GSBRNA2T00090951001* homologous to *FLOWERING LOCUS T* (*FT*) closely linked with SNP marker *Bn-A02-p6435246*, which was also reported previously as a flowering time QTL.[@dsx052-B16] Six orthologues of *Arabidopsis FT* have previously been identified in the genome of *B. napus*.[@dsx052-B72]*FT* plays a vital role in the floral transition process as the floral integrator in the photoperiod pathway and as a signalling molecule from the leaves to the apical meristem.[@dsx052-B13]^,^[@dsx052-B73] As well, gene *GSBRNA2T00038536001* on chromosome A05 was proved to be homologous to *FRUITFULL* (*FUL*) of *Arabidopsis*, a MADS-box transcription factor which may act as a molecular switch between the vegetative and reproductive states by forming *FUL-SVP* and *FUL-SOC1* heterodimers.[@dsx052-B74] The *GSBRNA2T00044334001* gene on A03 and the *GSBRNA2T00153879001* gene on chromosome A05 were homologous to *APETALA 2* (*AP2*) of *Arabidopsis*, and play important roles in regulating flower development and specification of floral organ identity.[@dsx052-B75]^,^[@dsx052-B76] The *GSBRNA2T00055445001* gene on chromosome A02 was homologous to *PROTEIN ARGININE METHYL TRANSFERASE 4A* (*PRMT4A*) of *Arabidopsis*, which is known to directly induce the expression of floral repressor *AGAMOUS-LIKE15* (*AGL15*) and to repress the transcription of floral activators such as *SUPPRESSOR OF OVEREXPRESSION OF CONSTANS 1* (*SOC1*).[@dsx052-B77]

Nevertheless, many important flowering time genes in the genetic network were not found in the current study, such as *FLC*, *SOC1*, *FRI*, *FD*, *SOC1* and *LFY*, among others. We think the main reason for this is that most of the accessions (257 of 300) in the association population are semi-winter varieties. Therefore, significantly trait-associated SNP loci were mainly from semi-winter types, and hence candidate genes for vernalization sensitivity would not be easy to find. For example, the central flowering time suppressor *FLC* in the vernalization pathway was not found in the candidate regions. In addition, the similar thermo-light conditions of the two environments make it difficult to explore flowering time candidate genes related to photoperiod and ambient temperature pathways. It is also possible that some important loci associated with flowering time genes were omitted due to failure to satisfy the high *P* value threshold (\<4.96E10-7) used to identify true marker--trait associations.

In this study, we investigated the phenotypes of four traits related to earliness of *B. napus* in two environments, based on 201,187 SNP markers developed from SLAF-seq. We performed a genome-wide association analysis of four traits across 300 rapeseed inbred lines, and 131 SNPs significantly associated with these traits were detected on 18 chromosomes using GLM and MLM analyses. Highly favourable alleles for promoting flowering time and prolonging the FP were excavated. Moreover, we identified 57 flowering time candidate genes in the vicinity of 33 SNP loci significantly associated with these traits. In summary, we present a series of exploratory analyses of earliness loci and flowering time candidate genes based on a GWAS. This GWAS approach showed great power in uncovering genetic variation in flowering time in *B. napus*, enhancing our knowledge of the molecular mechanisms controlling flowering in rapeseed. The elite alleles identified that contribute to earliness in *B. napus* can be directly applied to the targeted breeding of earliness in rapeseed, facilitating commercial rapeseed cultivation across greater regions worldwide.
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